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Welcoming 2021
Saying goodbye to 2020 was NOT difficult, yet the year’s silver lining could be that
it brought about the universal adoption of remote work and virtual meetings for our
businesses and SMPS. While challenging, we were forced to learn and become proficient
in new technology and also think outside the box as we shared experiences and connected
virtually. The bottom line is the pandemic and social injustices last year give us more
arrows in our quiver to achieve our goals, and this is a positive to carry with us into 2021.

Clarice LyonsDavidson
SMPS Chicago
President

During 2020 I was thankful for each member who participated in the creative events and
professional development programs SMPS Chicago offered. Freeing the Human Potential
targeted our awareness of injustices, and those who attended said it was an eye-opening
program that helped us understand our differences. Up Your Interactivity Game provided a
plethora of InDesign’s advanced features so we could follow best practices when publishing
online documents. We strive to deliver meaningful content, and we do not take your loyalty
and involvement lightly. Rest assured during the first half of 2021, we will seek better
content and networking opportunities for you.
The Board is also aware of the many hardships of so many in 2020, so we will donate the
money slated for the Holiday Special Event to the Greater Chicago Food Depository. We
did this to help people who need it the most in our community.
Our sponsors for 2021 have come through this challenging and uncertain time with
renewed commitments. We are grateful for their support, which helps keep all our
activities moving forward.
While I welcome 2021 with hope and excitement, I know we have not yet eradicated
COVID-19. With vaccines approved and distribution beginning, we can see light at the
end of the tunnel – though how quickly the general public will have access is hard to
predict. So, we will continue to live in a new reality of heightened creativity, flexibility,
and perseverance. Until normal operations can resume, keeping our members safe is
paramount. We will continue to follow CDC and local government guidelines. For the
time being our plans are to Zoom to New Heights, so anticipate more SMPS Chicago
programming using Zoom.
Vaccine distribution, the impact of the fiscal stimulus and how quickly the economy
reopens are big questions going into the new year. Still, SMPS and SMPS Chicago are
committed to equipping our membership and solidifying our bond through whatever is
next.
I look forward to seeing you in person when the opportunity finally comes – I anticipate
that will be sometime in 2021. Until then I wish you a healthy, productive, and prosperous
new year!
Cheers,
Clarice Lyons-Davidson
President, SMPS Chicago
president@smpschicago.org
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Have a Question?
WE ARE HERE TO HELP.
Membership: membership@smpschicago.org
Professional Development: professionaldevelopment@smpschicago.org
Programs: programs@smpschicago.org
Special Events: specialevents@smpschicago.org
Communications: communications@smpschicago.org
Sponsorship: sponsorship@smpschicago.org
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Welcome New Members
Name

Title

Company

Sima Bhakta

Marketing Manager

James McHugh Construction Co.

Julie Calzaretta

Marketing Proposal Coordinator

Collins Engineers, Inc.

Emma Enderle

Marketing Assistant

Klein and Hoffman, Inc.

Tiffany Engelhardt

Marketing Director

Engineering Resource Associates, Inc.

Melissa Entzminger

Keith Engineering Design, Inc

Jeana Majeske

Director of Business Development
and Marketing
Director of Marketing & Business
Development
Corporate Development &
Strategic Accounts
Sr. Marketing Coordinator

Taylor Newton

Marketing Assistant

Eriksson Engineering Associates, Ltd.

Leslie North, IALD, PE, LC, LEED AP

Principal

Aurora Lighting Design, Inc.

Stephanie Orozco, Marketing

Marketing Specialist

CTLGroup

Zach Share

Marketing Specialist

CTLGroup

Jennifer Stanton

Marketing Manager

Anning-Johnson Company

Brenda Villagomez

Marketing & Communications
Specialist

Baumann Consulting

Sara Gaum
James Kintz, MBA

Bailey Edward Design, Inc.
AMS MECHANICAL SYSTEMS, INC.
Infrastructure Engineering, Inc.
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Member Spotlight

Deborah Finn
Chief Marketing Officer and Principal
Baxter & Woodman

What are your main responsibilities with Baxter &
Woodman?
As Chief Marketing Officer, I oversee a group of marketing,
communication and business development professionals. As
Principal/Corporate Secretary, I help set firm policies and
mergers and acquisitions. I am also responsible for Corporate and
Shareholder documentation.
How did you begin your career in the A/E/C industry?
By accident. Having newly relocated to the Chicago area, I
was looking for a part-time position while managing a home
and getting two young children acclimated with their new
environment.
Why did you join SMPS?
One of my first managers at Baxter & Woodman encouraged me
to join. Not having a marketing background or A/E/C industry
experience, this was the best decision I could have made.
What suggestions do you have for people who want to
get more involved and grow professionally?

Deborah Finn

Get involved in your local chapter of SMPS. There is a variety of
ways open to people who want to grow in their profession through
SMPS. Definitely attend the annual or regional conferences – great
learning events. In addition, volunteer – say yes even when the
task may seem out of your comfort zone. Find a great mentor!
How would you describe your work philosophy?
I have always been a “hands-on – let’s get this done” kind of gal.
I like the work involved in winning new clients and projects.
My competitive nature motivates me to strive for the best. Also,
collaboration with your team is so important. Team involvement
makes most projects better.
If you weren’t a marketer, what would you be and why?
I will answer that by saying my dream job would have been to be
a professional athlete - the WNBA could have used my talents.
Seriously, it is hard to answer this question because I believe you
are given opportunities in life that you take or pass by. I’m glad I
said YES to our industry. The WNBA lost out!
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Member Spotlight

If you were a superhero, what superpowers would you
like to have?
The power of never-ending energy. The challenging aspects
in marketing are meeting hard deadlines, managing multiple
priorities, and handling the unexpected request.
Who is the most influential person in your life and why?
I have had many influential people in my life. My first boss and
mentor, Eleanor Sheffield, is one. She helped me see my potential
and through her, I developed confidence in myself. The team I
work with at Baxter & Woodman are extremely influential every
day. You have to always embrace a “learning” attitude and look to
not only your peers, but also the new generation of marketers and
the ideas they bring to the business.
Describe one of the top things of which you are most
proud.
I have a wonderful, supportive family and that is my proudest
accomplishment! Throughout my career, contributing to the
growth of Baxter & Woodman has been fulfilling. Starting with a
department of one, I developed a marketing team that has helped
the firm grow from 80 staff members at my start to more than 320
in 14 office throughout the United States and Costa Rica. •
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Sponsor Highlight
Jacqueline Doyle, PE, PMP, CCM, PSP, LEED AP, AVS
Owner
Coordinated Construction Project Control Services
Tell us about Coordinated Construction Project Control
Services and what makes your firm special.
Coordinated Construction Project Control Services is a womanowned firm that specializes in project controls. The services we
provide include CPM Scheduling Services, Cost Estimating, Cost
Engineering, Expert Analysis, Document Control Services, and
Technical Administrative Services. Because we specialize in a few
select services, we are considered experts in what we do. Our staff
has a deep knowledge in the subject areas in which we provide
services.
What is the biggest challenge you are facing in your
position right now?
With the pandemic upon us for about a year now, the biggest
challenge I face is connecting with other industry professionals.
Usually, you meet the people with whom you are doing business
or with whom you want to do business at networking events. With
most events being virtual over the past year, it is difficult to find
ways to connect with clients, new clients, or potential new staff.
What value has SMPS brought to your firm and you
personally?
SMPS has been instrumental in meeting industry professionals
over the years and building my network. I can always count on
SMPS to provide quality programs and fun events with great
venues for their members.
Coordinated Construction Project Control Services has
been a sponsor of SMPS a number of years. What do you
find most valuable about that role?
The most value I find from being a sponsor is making my company
visible in the industry. It has provided great exposure for my firm.
I have had many professionals inquire as to what services my firm
can provide that may potentially help them in their pursuits.
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Sponsor Highlight

Do you have a memorable SMPS moment from the past
year?
The most memorable moment from the past year was the virtual
cookie decorating event held at Christmas. I remember getting the
icing all over my desk!
In your opinion, what are the most interesting projects
Coordinated Construction Project Control Services is
working on right now?
We are working in Chicago Transit Authority’s and Metra’s capital
programs providing cost and schedule services. I really enjoy
working in capital programs because it gives exposure to many
different types of projects and helps me build new relationships
with staff and owners of other firms. We try and fit in the services
we provide for owners, contractors, and architects and engineers.
What is your favorite part of being the President/Owner
of Coordinated Construction Project Control Services?
My favorite part in being the owner is working on the business
and technical sides of the business. I like that I can provide the
technical services our clients seek and sell the qualifications of my
company at the same time. This opens the door to work on many
types of projects. •
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THANK YOU 2021 ANNUAL SPONSORS!
PLATINUM SPONSORS

GOLD SPONSORS

SILVER SPONSORS

FitzGerald

